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Surgery to tighten and strengthen eye
muscles is one of the bread-and-butter

American Glaucoma Society

operations to correct misaligned eyes

Meeting Showcases Power of
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introduction of an alternative muscle-

In plication, the anterior extraocular tendon in this
elderly patient is folded posteriorly over an iris sweep,
rather than being resected.
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“This operation is less traumatic and more
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no disadvantages compared to the approach
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taught for many decades in the United

spares blood vessels, causes less inflammation

America. Dr. Demer learned the approach

States, says Dr. Demer, who has performed

and bleeding, and is technically easier to

from strabismus surgeons in Heidelberg,
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perform than resection. We are constantly

Germany, during a visit 10 years ago. Since

the last several years and advocates it as a
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it less invasive. The technical innovation of
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part of the blood supply to the front of the

The opposition to plication has stemmed

eye. A clinical study spearheaded by Stein

from this unfounded cosmetic concern,

Eye pediatric ophthalmology and strabismus

along with surgeons’ unfamiliarity with the

fellow Erica Z. Oltra, MD, demonstrated that

approach. Among those who actually try it, that

when the blood vessels are plicated rather

opposition instantly disappears.”

than removed, the vessels continue to supply
blood to the interior of the eye. Folding, rather

Dr. Demer spoke on plication at the American

than amputating, a chunk of the tendon and

Academy of Ophthalmology Specialty Day in

muscle also reduces the risk of inflammation

fall 2014, then again at the Australian and New

and bleeding. And finally, if the sutures break

Zealand Strabismus Society Meeting in April

after part of the muscle is removed through

2015. He published a major paper in JAMA

resection, the muscle could snap back into
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plication’s beneficial effects, as well as speaking

the eye socket irreversibly, leaving the patient

Chaudhuri, a professor of ophthalmology in

and publishing on its merits.

with a very difficult strabismus to correct.

India who worked in Dr. Demer’s group after

After the plication is performed, only a tendon fold is
visible intraoperatively. There is no interruption of ciliary
arteries or bleeding.

One objective of strabismus surgery is to

“Plication is one innovative improvement that can be adopted overnight by
any ophthalmologist who has ever learned to operate on the eye muscles.”

shorten an eye muscle so that it pulls harder—
analogous to shortening the length of a rubber
band so that the elastic material, stretched
over the same distance, exerts more tension.

“If the sutures break following the plication

having also learned plication in Germany)

“If the eye is crossed, for instance, the lateral

approach, the worst you’d be is where you

comparing the outcomes of plication with

rectus muscle can be tightened in this way to

started before the surgery,” Dr. Demer says.

traditional resection. Dr. Velez also headed a

correct the crossing,” Dr. Demer explains. In

“The muscle would simply unfold to its

group that included Drs. Pineles and Demer on

the United States, Canada, and Latin America,

original configuration.”

a study showing that adjustable sutures can be

eye muscle tightening has traditionally been

used in the plication procedure for additional

accomplished through resection—cutting out

Along with these advantages, plication is

flexibility in outcomes.

the tendon and a portion of the front of the

technically easier to perform and less invasive

muscle, then sewing it back into the eye, with

than resection, Dr. Demer notes, because

“Much of the research done on eye movements

the shortened muscle pulling tighter along

while the suturing task is basically the same,

at Stein Eye involves fundamental discoveries

the same path as a result. Plication takes an

plication avoids the extra step of cutting

and complex technological applications

alternative approach—placing sutures through

away the muscle through two large incisions.

that broadly but slowly improve the field

the tendon or muscle an equivalent distance

Although not all strabismus patients stand to

worldwide,” Dr. Demer says. “But, we do

from the attachment point and farther back

benefit from a muscle-tightening procedure,

not neglect smaller practical improvements

along the length of the muscle, then sewing

Dr. Demer estimates that the approach

that can quickly enhance the practice of

those sutures to the wall of the eye at the

can be beneficial for up to three-fourths of

ophthalmology. Plication is one innovative

original insertion point. “The muscle is

strabismus patients.

improvement that can be adopted overnight
by any ophthalmologist who has ever learned

tightened as much as in resection,” says Dr.
Demer, “but instead of amputating the front

An assumption of many strabismus surgeons

to operate on the eye muscles. We have been

part of the eye muscle and tendon, in plication

in the United States has been that the tissue left

making an educational push for plication,

the redundant front part is simply folded

folded in the plication procedure would create

and the feedback has been uniformly positive.

underneath and left in place.”

an unsightly lump on the surface of the eye.

Considering that it is easy to do and has many

“It turns out not to be true,” Dr. Demer says.

advantages and essentially no disadvantages

Plication carries several advantages. Traditional

“If plication is done technically well—and it’s

compared to resection, I expect that as more

resection surgery removes blood vessels when

not difficult—the lump is undetectable and

strabismus surgeons learn about plication, it

the tendon is removed, and this sacrifices

the eye is less inflamed than after a resection.

will be adopted widely.”
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